A refinement of the rotation period of the roAp star HR 3831 and the discovery of a significant phase lag between the times of pulsation and magnetic extrema and the time of mean-light extremum
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SUMMARY
HR 3831 is a rapidly oscillating Ap star with a pulsational period of 11.67 min. The amplitude of this pulsation ranges from 0 to about 5 mmag as a function of the rotational aspect of the star. We use 268 hr of new high-speed photometric observations obtained in 1990 and 1991 plus 238 hr of published high-speed photometry from 1980, 1981, 1985 and 1986 to show that the period of pulsation amplitude modulation is equal to the period of mean-light variation. We use this to show that an interpretation of the pulsation-amplitude modulation as rotationally perturbed m-modes requires that $C_{\text{m}} \leq 2 \times 10^{-5}$ at the $3\sigma$ confidence level, making that interpretation highly unlikely. We also show that the time of pulsation maximum precedes the time of mean-light extremum by $0.177 \pm 0.007$ d ($0.062 \pm 0.002$ rotation periods), a $25\sigma$ difference. The time of magnetic extremum coincides with the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum but differs from mean-light extremum by $0.158 \pm 0.032$ d, a $5\sigma$ difference. This argues that HR 3831 is an oblique pulsator with the magnetic axis and pulsation axis aligned, rather than a spotted pulsator with amplitude modulation caused by surface inhomogeneities. It also indicates a deviation from cylindrical symmetry which makes the interpretation of the pulsation-amplitude modulation in terms of the oblique-pulsator model more complex than has yet been considered. By shifting the pulsation-amplitude variations into phase with the mean-light variations and normalizing both data sets, we refine the rotation frequency for HR 3831 to be $v_{\text{rot}} = 0.3506333 \pm 0.0000006$ d$^{-1} = 4058.256 \pm 0.007$ nHz, or $P_{\text{rot}} = 2.851982 \pm 0.000005$ d.

1 INTRODUCTION
HR 3831 is a singly periodic rapidly oscillating Ap (roAp) star which pulses with a frequency of $v = 1.42801$ mHz ($P = 11.67$ min). Observed through a Johnson $B$ filter, the semi-amplitude of the light variation associated with the pulsation ranges from about 5 mmag at the times of magnetic extrema to zero at magnetic quadrature [Kurtz 1982; Kurtz & Shibahashi 1986; Kurtz 1990; Kurtz, Shibahashi & Goode 1990; [hereafter KSG]]. The amplitude-modulation period is the same as the rotation period, $P_{\text{rot}} = 2.851962$ d [Kurtz & Marang 1988], determined from mean-light variations presumably associated with abundance-anomaly concentrations typical of the Ap stars [Renson & Manfroid 1978; Kurtz 1982; Renson et al. 1984; Kurtz & Marang 1988]. Thompson (1983) measured the effective magnetic field nine times and Mathys (1991) measured it a further 12 times; analysis of their data shows a reversing polarity field with a zero-point of $16 \pm 42$ G and an amplitude of $760 \pm 70$ G with the same rotation period. We show in this paper that the phase of the magnetic field variations coincides with the phase of the pulsation-amplitude variations and differs from the phase of the mean-light variations.

The amplitude modulation of the pulsational light variations shows the clear signature of an oblique dipole pulsation mode [KSG]. The phase of the pulsation undergoes a $180^\circ$ phase reversal as the star passes through quadrature. Fig. 1 shows this in a plot of pulsation phase and amplitude versus rotation phase for new data obtained in 1991. HR 3831 provides the best evidence in favour of the oblique-pulsator model which postulates that the pulsation axis and magnetic axis in the roAp stars coincide.

There are complications, however. It is clear that the pulsation mode in HR 3831 is not simply a dipole; details of the
phase of the pulsation mode as a function of rotational phase (which determines the observer's viewing aspect) remain unexplained. There are also clearly determined frequencies at the first and second harmonics of the principal frequency which have a pattern that has so far defied theoretical explanation (Kurtz 1990; KSG).

Since HR 3831 appears to be singly periodic, it also seems to be a good candidate to try to observe evolutionary changes in the pulsation frequency. Heller & Kawaler (1988) suggested that such changes may be detectable in a time-span of only about 10 years. Recent attempts to detect evolutionary frequency changes in four other roAp stars, HD 101065 (Martinez & Kurtz 1990), HD 137949 (Kurtz 1991), HD 134214 (Kurtz et al. 1991) and HD 217522 (Kreidl et al. 1991), have not given clear results. HD 101065 and 137949 appear to have frequencies changing at a rate respectively one and two orders of magnitude greater than expected; the data for HD 134214 cannot be phased with a single frequency, even though there is little or no indication of any secondary frequencies in any of the individual data sets; and HD 217522 appears to have changed pulsation modes.

Thus, there is substantial incentive for new observations of HR 3831. We have obtained 268 hr of new high-speed photometric observations of HR 3831; 167 hr were obtained during a time-span of only 17 d from both Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) and the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) for a duty cycle of 41 per cent, substantially reducing the 1 d\(^{-1}\) aliases inherent in single-site observations. Most of the new data have been obtained with a 1.0-m telescope which has reduced the noise compared to earlier observations and allowed higher accuracy frequency analysis. That frequency analysis is complex, however, and will be reported in detail in a future publication. In this paper we compare the rotation frequency and phase determined from the amplitude modulation of the pulsational light variations with those determined from the mean-light variations; both are compared with the magnetic phase determined from the observations of Thompson (1983) and Mathys (1991). The pulsation data span the years 1980 to 1991 and the mean-light data span the years 1975 to 1987.

The interesting result is that the pulsation-amplitude modulation is in phase with the magnetic variations and both are significantly out of phase with the mean-light variations. This discriminates between the oblique-pulsator model and an alternative spotted-pulsator model (Mathys 1985) in favour of the former. The magnetic poles coincide with the pulsation...

Figure 1. This plot shows pulsation phase and amplitude as a function of rotation phase for the 1991 data. The zero-point of the rotation phase has been taken to be pulsation maximum. This shows the 180° phase reversal that occurs at magnetic quadrature which is marked by the solid vertical lines. To emphasize this the amplitudes are given negative values between magnetic phases 0.267 and 0.733 where quadrature occurs.
poles, and the abundance-anomaly patches or rings which presumably give rise to the mean-light variations are asymmetrically offset from these poles.

By judiciously combining the mean-light data and the amplitude-modulation data we improve the accuracy of the rotational frequency to $v_{rot} = 4058.256 \pm 0.007$ nHz ($P_{rot} = 2.851982 \pm 0.000005$ d).

2 NEW PHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS

New high-speed photometric observations of HR 3831 were obtained in 1990 February, March and May and in 1991 February. The 1991 observations were obtained using the 0.6-m telescope of CTIO and the 1.0-m telescope of the SAAO contemporaneously. The observations were obtained through Johnson B filters using continuous 10-s integrations with occasional interruptions for sky-brightness measurements. The observations were corrected for coincidence losses, sky background and extinction while the times were corrected to Heliocentric Julian Date (HJD) to an accuracy of 10^{-5} d. Some low-frequency filtering was performed and the observations were averaged to produce 40-s integrations.

Table 1 gives a journal of the new observations. Listed are the civil data of the observations, the HJD of the first 40-s integration, the number of 40-s integrations obtained, the time-span of each observing run in hours, the standard deviation of the data with respect to the mean for the run, the telescope used and the observer. The standard deviations listed include all sources of noise plus the actual variation of HR 3831.

3 DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATION PERIOD AND PHASE

HR 3831 pulsates with a frequency of $v = 1.42801$ mHz and with an amplitude that varies with rotational aspect (KSG). We have fitted by linear least squares the frequency $v = 1.42801$ mHz to sections of the HR 3831 B data four cycles (46.69 min) long. The data analysed are: 135 hr from 1980/1981 (Kurtz 1982), 43 hr from 1985 (Kurtz & Shibahashi 1986), 60 hr from 1986 (KSG) and the 268 hr listed in Table 1. This gave us 615 data points consisting of the central HJD of the four cycles of data and the amplitude of the 1.42801-mHz sinusoid which best fits the four cycles of data.

A Fourier analysis of these data followed by a non-linear least-squares fit showed that the frequency $v = 0.7012672 \pm 0.0000018$ d^{-1} best fits the pulsation-amplitude data with no significant alias ambiguities. We do not show the amplitude spectrum here since it is similar to that shown for the mean-light data by Kurtz & Marang (1988). HR 3831 is well known to have a double-wave pulsation-amplitude variation with a 180° reversing phase (Fig. 1), so the true rotation frequency is half that derived in the Fourier analysis: $v_{rot} = 0.3506336 \pm 0.0000009$ d^{-1}; and $P = 2.851980 \pm 0.000007$ d. The time of pulsation-amplitude maximum is $t_p = $ HJD 2444576.150 ± 0.004.

Fig. 2 shows the pulsation-amplitude data plotted with this period and epoch. The amplitudes plotted here are actually the absolute value of the pulsation amplitude. Since HR 3831 reverses phase at magnetic quadrature, the amplitude would more correctly be plotted as negative between magnetic phases 0.267 and 0.733 as it is in Fig. 1. However, because the mean-light variations show a double wave each rotation (Kurtz & Marang 1988), we have chosen to analyse the absolute value of the pulsation-amplitude variations so that they also undergo a double wave each rotation. In this way the comparison of the pulsation-amplitude variations and the mean-light variations is made under similar conditions.

We have reanalysed Kurtz & Marang’s (1988) normalized mean-light data and find essentially the same frequency they found: $v = 0.7012712 \pm 0.0000035$ d^{-1}. Of course, the rotation frequency is half this. The important point here is that the frequency derived from the pulsation-amplitude variations, $v = 0.7012672 \pm 0.0000018$ d^{-1}, and from the mean-light variations, $v = 0.7012712 \pm 0.0000035$ d^{-1}, differ by only 0.0000040 ± 0.000037 d^{-1}, which is a little over 1σ difference. That is, these two independently derived frequencies are the same.
If we should wish to try to explain the pulsation-amplitude modulation in terms of the excitation of a rotationally perturbed triplet of \((l = 1, m = -1, 0, 1)\), then the pulsation-amplitude modulation frequency would be \((1 - C_m)\Omega\) (Ledoux 1951) and the mean-light modulation frequency would be \(\Omega\), where \(\Omega\) is the rotation frequency, presuming that the abundance-anomaly concentrations and magnetic field are frozen in. We can put an upper limit on \(C_m \leq 2 \times 10^{-3}\) at the \(3\sigma\) confidence level from the above derived frequencies, strongly arguing that rotationally perturbed \(m\) modes are not a viable explanation for the amplitude modulation of the pulsation in HR 3831; \(C_m\) is theoretically expected to be in the range 0.001 to 0.01.

In Fig. 3 we have normalized the pulsation-amplitude variations to the same range as the mean-light variations normalized by Kurtz & Marang (1988) and plotted the two with the same epoch. It is obvious that the time of mean-light extremum lags behind the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum. We can quantify this. From our least-squares fits the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum is \(t_{\text{pul}} = \text{HJD 2444576.150} \pm 0.004\); the time of mean-light extremum is \(t_{\text{mean}} = \text{HJD 2444576.327} \pm 0.006\). Hence \(t_{\text{pul}} - t_{\text{mean}} = -0.177 \pm 0.007\) d = \(-0.062 \pm 0.002\) rotation periods, a \(2\sigma\) difference, which is what we see in Fig. 3.

Since the frequency of variation of both the mean light and pulsation amplitude are the same, we have shifted the latter in phase to match the mean-light variations and then used the combined normalized data set to refine the rotation frequency. Fig. 4 is a plot of the mean-light variations and the pulsation-amplitude variations as a function of time.

---

**Figure 2.** Pulsation amplitude determined by fitting \(v = 1.42801\ \text{mHz}\) to sections of the \(B\) data four cycles (46.69 min) long are plotted against rotational phase where phase zero has been taken to be the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum.

**Figure 3.** The top curve shows the normalized mean-light data and the bottom curve shows the normalized pulsation-amplitude data plotted against rotation phase, where phase zero is the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum. The time of mean-light extremum obviously lags behind the pulsation maximum by \(0.062 \pm 0.002\) rotation periods. The two curves have been arbitrarily given a 0.03-mag vertical shift with respect to each other and have been scaled to the same amplitude for display purposes.
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from 1975 to 1991 showing the time distribution of the data sets. From our Fourier analysis and non-linear least-squares fit of the derived frequency and its subharmonic (which is at the true rotation frequency), we find \( \nu = 0.7012666 \pm 0.0000012 \ \text{d}^{-1} \). The subharmonic was fitted because the primary and secondary maxima and minima are not exactly equal for the pulsation-amplitude variations, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Neglect of the subharmonic only changes the derived frequency by 1 \( \sigma \). Since the rotation frequency is half the frequency derived in the Fourier analysis, the refined rotation frequency for HR 3831 is \( \nu_{\text{rot}} = 0.3506333 \pm 0.0000006 \ \text{d}^{-1} = 4058.256 \pm 0.007 \ \text{nHz} \), or \( P_{\text{rot}} = 2.851982 \pm 0.000005 \ \text{d} \).

We have reanalysed Thompson’s (1983) nine magnetic measurements and eight of Mathys’s (1991) magnetic measurements, excluding four 1986 measurements which he considered unreliable. The period determined from these data, \( P = 2.8519 \pm 0.0011 \ \text{d} \), is of low accuracy, but is consistent with the much more accurate period determinations made from the pulsation-amplitude variations and the mean-latitude variations above. We therefore assume that the magnetic period is the same \( (P = 2.8519 \ \text{d}) \) as the rotation period we determined in the last paragraph. Fitting that period by least squares to the magnetic data gives a time of positive magnetic extremum of \( t_0(\text{+ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2444574.743 \pm 0.031 \) and a time of negative magnetic extremum of \( t_0(\text{-ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2444576.169 \pm 0.031 \). Mathys (1991) gives a maximum \( t_0 = \text{HJD} \ 2440001.66 \pm 0.04 \), but it can be seen from his table 4 that magnetic phase zero refers to negative extremum, not positive extremum. Using our period \( P = 2.851982 \ \text{d} \) and \( t_0(\text{-ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2444576.169 \pm 0.031 \) we find \( t_0(\text{-ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2440001.59 \); using the period Mathys used of \( P = 2.851962 \ \text{d} \) we get \( t_0(\text{-ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2440001.62 \), both of which are consistent with Mathys’s (1991) determination. Mathys correctly points out that the time of positive magnetic extremum given by Kurtz & Marang (1988) is incorrect. It can be seen from the phase of the least-squares fit of the rotation period to Thompson’s magnetic data given by Kurtz & Marang that the correct time of positive magnetic extremum from their analysis is \( t_0(\text{+ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2440000.21 \pm 0.06 \) and \( t_0(\text{-ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2440001.64 \pm 0.06 \) which are consistent with the above determinations.

The time of negative magnetic extremum, \( t_0(\text{-ext}) = \text{HJD} \ 2444576.169 \pm 0.031 \), coincides with the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum, \( t_0(\text{pul}) = \text{HJD} \ 2444576.150 \pm 0.004 \); the difference between them, \( t_0(\text{pul}) - t_0(\text{-ext}) = -0.019 \pm 0.031 \ \text{d} \), is insignificant. The time of mean-light extremum, \( t_0(\text{mean}) = \text{HJD} \ 2444576.327 \pm 0.006 \), differs from negative magnetic extremum by \( t_0(\text{mean}) - t_0(\text{-ext}) = 0.158 \pm 0.032 \ \text{d} \), a 5 \( \sigma \) difference.

4 DISCUSSION

We interpret the roAp stars to be oblique pulsators, i.e. oblique rotators in which the pulsation axis and the magnetic axis coincide (see Kurtz 1990; Matthews 1991). An alternative model is the spotted-pulsator model (Mathys 1985) in which the pulsation axis coincides with the rotation axis, but inhomogeneous distributions of surface flux, the ratio of surface flux to radius variations, and phase lag between the flux and radius variations give rise to the observed amplitude modulation with the rotation period.

If we suppose that these proposed inhomogeneous distributions follow the mean-light variations, then our determination that the pulsation-amplitude modulation is in phase with the magnetic variations, and the mean-light variations are not, suggests that oblique pulsation, rather than spotted pulsation, is the better model. However, if the relevant inhomogeneities of the spotted-pulsator model are aligned with the magnetic field, and are separate from the cause of the mean-light variations, then our observations do not distinguish between oblique pulsation and spotted pulsation.
A similar situation to that in HR 3831 also occurs in the roAp star HR 1217 where the pulsation-amplitude maximum differs from the mean-light extremum by 3σ (Kurtz et al. 1989). For HR 1217, as for HR 3831, the mean-light extremum lags behind the time of pulsation-amplitude maximum; in this case by 0.031 ± 0.010 rotation periods. This may be a consequence of the rare-earth abundance-anomaly concentrations lagging behind the magnetic pole in rotational longitude (Bonsack 1979). The time of magnetic maximum is too poorly determined in HR 1217 to distinguish whether the magnetic axis coincides with the pulsation axis, or the abundance-anomaly distribution, or neither. More accurate magnetic phases are highly desirable for these stars. Mathys (1991) gives two new measurements of the magnetic field in HR 1217, but these are insufficient to improve the phase determination sufficiently for our purposes. We find from Preston’s (1972) TiCrFe-line magnetic measurements, Landstreet’s (unpublished) Hβ measurements and Mathys’ (1991) Fe-line measurements that $t_0$, the magnetic maximum = HJD 244674.31 ± 0.28, which is intermediate between (and indistinguishable from) Kurtz et al.’s (1989) time of pulsation amplitude $t_{pul}$ = HJD 244674.15 ± 0.10 and Kurtz & Marang’s (1987) time of mean-light minimum $t_0$ (mean) = HJD 244674.54 ± 0.09.

Mathys (1991) finds a magnetic period for HR 1217 of $P = 12.4610 ± 0.0025$ d; the rotation period determined from mean-light observations and Eu II line strengths by Kurtz & Marang (1987) is $P = 12.4572 ± 0.0003$ d. Mathys suggests that the latter period is inconsistent with the magnetic measurements, an important result if it is correct. However, we do not consider the 1.5σ formal difference between the two period determinations to be convincing, and we do not see any convincing differences in the magnetic curves plotted with the two different periods [see figs 38 and 39 in Mathys (1991)]. We suggest that one rotation period is sufficient to explain the mean-light variations, line-strength variations, pulsation-amplitude variations and magnetic variations in HR 1217 and that the best determination of that period is $P = 12.4572 ± 0.0003$ d given by Kurtz & Marang (1987).

In general, the magnetic Ap stars may be modelled using an axisymmetric oblique-rotator model with cylindrical symmetry. Differences in the field strengths at opposite poles can equivalently be modelled either by an offset dipole, or by a linear sum of spherical harmonics. See Landstreet’s (1988) derivation of the abundance distribution and magnetic-field configuration of 53 Cam for the best modelling of this sort that has been done to date.

It is clear, however, that cylindrical symmetry is not adequate to explain all Ap stars, HR 3831 and 1217 are probably two such cases. This problem has been known for some time (see Stift 1974, 1975; Michaud 1980; Landstreet 1980), but there are no published, high-accuracy determinations of non-cylindrically symmetric magnetic-field geometry and abundance distributions (i.e. including spherical-harmonic contributions from $m ≠ 0$ components). In Michaud’s (1980) view the abundance concentrations in the magnetic Ap stars occur in rings about the magnetic poles where axisymmetric ($m = 0$) dipole-plus-quadrupole field components give rise to rings of closed field lines which trap diffusing ions. The lag between the pulsation maximum and mean-light extremum in HR 3831 and 1217 indicates a deviation from cylindrical symmetry which makes the interpretation of the pulsation-amplitude modulation in terms of the oblique-pulsator model more complex than has yet been considered.
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